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ABSTRACT In this paper, we present an end-to-end speech recognition system for Japanese persons

with articulation disorders resulting from athetoid cerebral palsy. Because their utterance is often unsta-

ble or unclear, speech recognition systems struggle to recognize their speech. Recent deep learning-

based approaches have exhibited promising performance. However, these approaches require a large

amount of training data, and it is difficult to collect sufficient data from such dysarthric people. This

paper proposes a transfer learning method that transfers two types of knowledge corresponding to the

different datasets: the language-dependent (phonetic and linguistic) characteristic of unimpaired speech

and the language-independent characteristic of dysarthric speech. The former is obtained from Japanese

non-dysarthric speech data, and the latter is obtained from non-Japanese dysarthric speech data. In

the proposed method, we pre-train a model using Japanese non-dysarthric speech and non-Japanese

dysarthric speech, and thereafter, we fine-tune the model using the target Japanese dysarthric speech.

To handle the speech data of the two different languages in one model, we employ language-specific

decoder modules. Experimental results indicate that our proposed approach can significantly improve

speech recognition performance compared with other approaches that do not use additional speech

data.

INDEX TERMS Assistive technology, deep learning, dysarthria, end-to-end model, knowledge transfer,

multilingual, speech processing, speech recognition.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this study, we focused on the problem of speech recog-

nition for persons with articulation disorders caused by the

athetoid type of cerebral palsy. Cerebral palsy is usually

caused by damage to the central nervous system, and con-

sequently, it causes movement disorders. Movements of a

person with this type of the articulation disorder can some-

times be more unstable than usual [1]. For this reason,

their utterance (especially consonants) is often unstable or

unclear owing to athetoid symptoms. These symptoms also

restrict the movement of arms and legs. Most persons suffer-

ing from athetoid cerebral palsy are unable to communicate

using sign language or writing and therefore have a critical

need for voice-driven assistive systems [2]. Fig. 1 depicts
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the spectrograms of a physically unimpaired person and of

a person with an articulation disorder for the Japanese word

‘‘uchiawase’’ (‘‘meeting’’ in English). As shown in this fig-

ure, the high-frequency spectral power of the person with

an articulation disorder is weaker in comparison to that of

the physically unimpaired person, demonstrating the unclear

speech of persons with an articulation disorder, which makes

their speech difficult to understand.

Automatic speech recognition (ASR) has been widely

spread within services such as personal assistants on smart-

phones. In addition, remarkable progress has been made with

respect to recent developments in deep learning for ASR

[3]–[5] in fields with availability to a large amount of training

data. However, there has been no significant beneficial use of

ASR achieved for persons with speech disorders as a result of

differences in various speech styles and the limited amount

of the training speech data available. In the case of persons
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FIGURE 1. Example of spectrogram uttered for /u ch i a w a s e/ of a
physically unimpaired person (top) and of a person with an articulation
disorder (bottom). These spectrograms are stretched using dynamic time
warping to be more easily observed.

with articulation disorders, owing to their speech style differ-

ing significantly from that of physically unimpaired persons,

a speaker-independent ASR system trained using the data of

physically unimpaired persons is almost useless. However,

it is difficult to collect sufficient speech data from persons

with articulation disorders to train themodel. Therefore, there

is a need for an approach specifically tailored to overcome the

low data availability of impaired speech.

To solve the problem of limited data availability,

we employ transfer learning [6], which seeks to apply the

knowledge learned in one or more domains or tasks to another

domain or task. To be specific, we use three different sources

of data: speech data from a target speaker with an articulation

disorder, speech data from physically unimpaired persons in

the same target language, and speech data of persons with

articulation disorders in other languages. In our previous

work [7], a data-augmentation method based on an end-

to-end ASR model was proposed. The model comprises a

dysarthria-specific encoder, a physically unimpaired person-

specific encoder, an English decoder, and a Japanese decoder.

This method has exhibited the ability to efficiently integrate

the knowledge gathered from the speech data of physically

unimpaired Japanese-speaking persons, as well as Japanese-

speaking and English-speaking persons with articulation dis-

orders. However, it was difficult to train the model because it

optimized all modules simultaneously.

In this paper, we investigate the knowledge transfer of

the language-dependent characteristic corresponding to the

speech of physically unimpaired persons as well as the

language-independent characteristic of the dysarthric speech.

We refer to a physically unimpaired Japanese-speaking per-

son, an English-speaking personwith an articulation disorder,

and a Japanese-speaking person with an articulation disorder

as JU, ED, and JD, respectively. As is widely known, a large

amount of speech data of physically unimpaired persons is

publicly available. We assume that knowledge of Japanese

language-specific characteristics from JU speech data can

be transferred and applied to JD speech. Moreover, several

non-Japanese speech databases of persons with articulation

disorders have been published [8]–[12]. The speech impair-

ment and abnormalities caused by dysarthria, such as impre-

cise consonants and distorted vowels, are common among

speakers of different languages. Consequently, we assume

that the characteristics of dysarthric speech are independent

of language. According to these assumptions, we propose a

method to transfer the knowledge learned from these rich

speech data sources to the problem of Japanese dysarthric

speech recognition, for which training data is insufficient.

Utilization of the speech data from physically unimpaired

persons who speak the same language as the target speaker

has been considered in some literatures [13]–[15]. However,

these studies only considered the linguistic characteristics

within the language. Following the assumption that the char-

acteristics of dysarthric speech are language-independent, our

work utilizes data from persons with articulation disorders

who speak different languages in addition to using data from

persons who speak the same language as the target speaker.

Compared to the random initialization without using addi-

tional data, our proposed approach provides a considerable

reduction in phoneme error rate.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

we introduce discussion on related works. In Section III,

we provide a summary of the Listen, Attend and Spell (LAS)

model concepts. In Section IV, our proposed method is

explained in detail. In Section V, the experimental data are

evaluated, and the final section is devoted to the conclusions

of this research.

II. RELATED WORKS

Previously, we have published several research works on

speech recognition for JDs using speech data which was

collected using our own methods. Instead of using discrete

cosine transform,we proposed robust feature extraction based

on principal component analysis [16], which provides more

stable utterance data. In [17], multiple acoustic frames as

an acoustic dynamic feature to improve the speech recogni-

tion rate of a person with dysarthria, particularly for speech

recognition using dynamic features only.We proposed feature

extraction based on a convolutional neural network to process

small local fluctuations of speech uttered by a person with

an articulation disorder [18]. These methods handle feature

extraction and do not account for the limited amount of

speech data specific to persons with articulation disorders.

Voice conversion (VC) is an approach that can be

used to mitigate the problem of limited data availability.

Aihara et al. [19] have proposed a VC method based on

partial least square using a phoneme-discriminative fea-

ture that converts a dysarthric voice into non-dysarthric

speech. Jiao et al. [13] have proposed a data-augmentation

method based on convolutional generative adversarial net-

work (GAN) [20]. In [21], speech synthesis-based data aug-

mentation was proposed. The dysarthric-like speech was
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generated using temporal and speed modifications applied to

speech of physically unimpaired persons, and this generated

speech dataset was used thereafter to train an ASR based on

a deep neural network. Vachhani et al. [14] have proposed a

feature enhancement method based on an autoencoder. This

method implies training the autoencoder with the use of a

speech signal obtained from a physically unimpaired control

speaker, after which this speech data was used to convert

dysarthric speech into an improved feature representation.

Several public databases are available for clinical speech

applications [8]–[10]. Several researchers have worked on

developing an ASR system using these databases [22]–[24].

However, speakers included in these databases are English

speakers, and there is no publicly available database with

speech data obtained from Japanese speakers. Therefore,

establishing an ASR for Japanese speakers with articulation

disorders is very challenging.

Knowledge transferability across different languages

allows performance improvements for a multilingual ASR

system and is especially efficient for low-resource lan-

guages. Considering multilingual speech recognition tasks,

Toshniwal et al. [25] have jointly trained a single ASR

model across a dataset composed of data corresponding to

nine Indian languages; this approach has shown improve-

ments over monolingual models. This suggests that an ASR

model can provide richer internal representation across sev-

eral languages. To train a model, we proposed an end-to-end

speech recognition framework [7] that uses the speech data

of JUs, EDs, and a JD. This approach suggested a means to

transfer knowledge across a language for speech affected by

dysarthria; however, the difficulty related to model training

remained. In contrast, the new method proposed in this paper

allows training a model easily on both the dysarthria-specific

and Japanese-specific acoustic characteristics.

III. LISTEN, ATTEND AND SPELL MODEL

In this work, we employ an end-to-end ASR model for

dysarthric speech recognition. Previous works on ASR have

proposed various end-to-end learning models combining

acoustic and language models within a sequence-to-sequence

framework [26], [27]. Unlike ASR systems based on tradi-

tional hidden Markov models, these models learn all com-

ponents of the ASR system jointly. Therefore, it enables

the development of ASR systems for new applications and

configurations. In this work, we investigate an end-to-end

ASR model based on the LAS model [28] for dysarthric

speech.

The LAS model [28] consists of a listener module and a

speller module which are trained jointly. The goal of this

model is to generate the probability of a grapheme sequence

based on information from the previous graphemes and a

sequence of acoustic features. The model can be defined as

follows:

P(y|x) =
∏

s

P(ys|x, y<s), (1)

FIGURE 2. Network structure of the listener. Each layer has a pyramid
structure that takes every two consecutive frames of the output from the
previous layer as input.

where x = (x1, . . . , xt , . . . , xT ) and y = (y1, . . . , ys, . . . , yS )

denote sequences of acoustic features and graphemes, respec-

tively. Here, xt , ys, T , and S denote the input acous-

tic feature frame, the posterior distribution of the output

grapheme, the number of the input acoustic features, and

the output graphemes respectively. A listener is an encoder-

recurrent neural network (RNN) that transforms an input

sequence x of acoustic features into a high level represen-

tation h = (h1, . . . , hu, . . . , hU ), where hu and U ≤ T are

the encoder output feature and the number of the encoder

output sequence, respectively. A speller is a decoder RNN

that consumes h and produces a probability distribution over

grapheme sequence y.

The listener is organized as a stacked pyramid bidirectional

long short-term memory (pBLSTM) as shown in Fig. 2.

The pyramid structure allows for reducing the computational

complexity and the convergence time and provides the speller

with the ability to extract the relevant information within a

smaller number of time steps. The listener is considered as

the acoustic model in an ASR system. Its operation is defined

as follows:

h = Listen(x; θLis), (2)

where θLis denotes the parameters of the listener.

The speller is an attention-based long short-term mem-

ory (LSTM) transducer, which is organized as a stacked

unidirectional RNN. At each time step, the speller produces

a probability distribution over the subsequent graphemes

conditioned on all the graphemes obtained previously. The

attention mechanism allows the speller to generate the next

output over graphemes encapsulating information within the

acoustic signal. The speller is considered as a language model

in an ASR system. The speller operation is written as follows:

P(y|x) = P(y|h; θSpl) =
∏

s

P(ys|h, y<s; θSpl) (3)

= Spell(h; θSpl), (4)

where θSpl denotes the parameters of the speller.

The model is trained to optimize the discriminative loss as

follows:

L(D, θLis, θSpl) = Ex,y∼D[− log(P(y|x))]. (5)
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FIGURE 3. Training scheme of a single LAS model with pre-training using
the speech of JUs.

Here, D denotes the joint distribution over input sequence x

and label sequence y.

IV. PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we explain two knowledge transfer meth-

ods, using speech data obtained from JUs and EDs, which

could be used for speech recognition for a JD. Our proposed

ASR system is based on the LAS model. Considering the

JD dataset, let DJD be the joint distribution over the input

sequence and the corresponding label sequence. DED and

DJU are analogously defined for the EDs and JUs datasets,

respectively. In this work, the speller produces a phoneme of

the corresponding language.

A. TRANSFER LEARNING USING THE SPEECH DATA

OBTAINED FROM THE PHYSICALLY UNIMPAIRED

PERSONS

In this section, we explain the intra-language knowledge

transfer from the speech data obtained from physically unim-

paired persons to a speech representation for a person with an

articulation disorder. Fig. 3 depicts the overview of this pre-

training scheme. First, we pre-train a single LASmodel using

the speech data obtained from physically unimpaired persons

while adjusting the parameters to minimize the loss function

as follows:

θ̂Lis, θ̂Spl = argmin
θLis,θSpl

L(DJU , θLis, θSpl), (6)

where θ̂Lis and θ̂Spl are the optimized parameters of the

listener and speller, respectively. It is assumed that these

pre-trained parameters have appropriate representation for

producing Japanese phonemes. Then, obtained parameters

θ̂Lis and θ̂Spl are fine-tuned using the speech data taken from

a person with an articulation disorder, optimized as follows:

argmin
θ̂Lis,θ̂Spl

L(DJD, θ̂Lis, θ̂Spl). (7)

FIGURE 4. Training scheme of a two-encoder LAS model with pre-training
using the speech of JUs. The speech data of physically unimpaired
persons are used to explicitly separate dysarthria characteristics during
the fine-tuning step.

At the prediction step, we use the well-trained listener and

speller parameters to produce Japanese phonemes.

Inspired by our previous work [7], we constructed another

model that consists of two listeners and one speller for fine-

tuning as shown in Fig. 4. One is a dysarthria-specific listener

called ‘‘D-Listener’’, and the other is a physically unimpaired

speaker-specific listener called ‘‘U-Listener’’. This model is

also trained for optimizing parameters as follows:

L(DJD, θD-Lis, θ̂Spl) + L(DJU , θU -Lis, θ̂Spl), (8)

where θD-Lis and θU -Lis denote parameters of D-Listener

and U-Listener and are initialized to θ̂Lis before training.

In this fine-tuning, the speller is initialized to θ̂Spl and is

shared between a person with an articulation disorder and the

physically unimpaired persons. The acoustic characteristic of

dysarthric speech considerably differs from that of the speech

of a physically unimpaired person owing to the athetoid

symptoms. Therefore, we use the dysarthria-specific listener

for the speech data of JD.

B. TRANSFER LEARNING USING MULTILINGUAL SPEECH

DATA OBTAINED FROM A PERSON WITH DYSARTHRIA

In this section, we explain the knowledge transfer from the

speech data obtained from both JUs and EDs to a speech

representation for JD. First, we configure a shared listener

called ‘‘S-Listener’’, a Japanese speller called ‘‘J-Speller’’,

and an English speller called ‘‘E-Speller’’, as shown in Fig. 5.

The S-Listener is shared between EDs and JUs. This mecha-

nism is similar to multitask learning [29]. Multitask learning

simultaneously executes multiple tasks for one input data.

However, our proposed approach differs in that each input

data from different domains is processed to estimate the

phonemes of only the corresponding language. E-Speller

and J-Speller produce phoneme sequences in English and

Japanese, respectively. This model is optimized by adjusting

the parameters to minimize the loss function as follows:

L(DED, θS-Lis, θE-Spl) + L(DJU , θS-Lis, θJ -Spl), (9)

where θS-Lis, θE-Spl , and θJ -Spl denote parameters

of S-Listener, E-Speller, and J-Speller, respectively.
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FIGURE 5. Training scheme of a single LAS model with pre-training using
the speech of JUs and the speech of EDs. In the pre-training step,
the speller is switched according to the input language.

TABLE 1. Dataset statistics gathered for JDs.

All components are learned jointly. We expect that this

cross-lingual mechanism will help the listener module cap-

ture a better high-level representation containing both the

dysarthria-specific characteristic and the expression capa-

bility of Japanese. Then, the obtained parameters θS-Lis and

θJ -Spl are jointly fine-tuned using speech data of JD with an

articulation disorder, as defined in (7).

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this work, we conducted experiments on the speaker-

dependent system for each target speaker with dysarthria.

A. CONDITIONS

Our proposed approach was evaluated on a phoneme recog-

nition task suggested to five Japanese-speaking males with

articulation disorders. We repeatedly recorded 216 words

included in the ATR Japanese speech database [30] for

each speaker as shown in Table 1. The number of repeti-

tions differed for each speaker owing to the athetoid symp-

toms. In our experiments, the first utterances of each word

were used for evaluation, and the other utterances (e.g.,

864 words for JM3) were used to train models. In the

experiment, JUs were five male and five female speak-

ers, whose speech is stored in the ATR Japanese speech

database. We used the same 216 words (1,731 phonemes)

for each speaker as in the dysarthric dataset. Consider-

ing the speech dataset corresponding to EDs, we used the

TORGO database [10], which includes three female and

five male persons. This database has missing data owing

to a clipping error; therefore, we selected usable word

speech as shown in Table 2. When we pre-trained (in

all proposed methods) or fine-tuned (only in the two-

encoder LAS) modules using JU speech and ED speech,

we used all speakers’ speech. When we fine-tuned modules

TABLE 2. Dataset statistics gathered from the TORGO database for EDs.

using Japanese dysarthric speech for a speaker-dependent

model, we used only the target speaker’s speech. In this

manner, for each Japanese dysarthric subject, we trained

the speaker-dependent model and evaluated the model inde-

pendently. We used 39-dimensional mel-frequency cepstral

coefficient (MFCC) features (13-order MFCCs, their delta,

and acceleration) as the input features, computed every 10 ms

over a 25 ms window.

Considering the listener configuration, we used 2 lay-

ers of 512 pBLSTM nodes (256 nodes per direction). For

the speller configuration, we used a one-layer LSTM with

512 nodes. In this work, we used the phoneme sequence as

the output sequence. The numbers of phonemes for English

and Japanese were 57 and 54, respectively. The network

was optimized using an Adam optimizer [31] with label

smoothing [32]. We constructed one batch with sub-batches

of 64 samples for each domain. The number of epochs was

500, and the learning rate was set to 1e-4.

For the baseline system, we trained two models based on

the conventional single LAS model. The first model was

trained using only speech data of JUs (‘rand init’), and

the second model was trained using the data of both JUs and

JD (‘multi’).

B. RESULTS

Table 3 lists the phoneme error rates (PERs) corresponding

to each method. In this table, a lower PER indicates a better

result. Here, ‘trans. 1’ and ‘trans. 2’ are the transfer learning

methods using the speech data of only JUs, and ‘trans. 3’ is

the transfer learningmethod using the speech data of both JUs

and EDs.

Multi-condition learning using the speech data of

JUs (‘multi’) achieved a slightly lower PER score than

the speaker-dependent model with the random initializa-

tion (‘rand init’). However, for speakers JM2 and JM5,

the performance deteriorated. This result indicates the need

for proper initialization and integration of the different data

domains.

It is possible to observe the effects of knowledge transfer

from the speech data of other domains. Pre-training using the

speech data of JUs (‘trans. 1’) achieved 21.2% and 16.3%

average relative improvements compared with ‘rand init’

and ‘multi’, respectively. Moreover, fine-tuning with two

encoders (‘trans. 2’) slightly outperformed ‘trans. 1’.

Compared with the random initialization, our proposed

transfer learning method using speech obtained from JUs
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TABLE 3. Phoneme error rates [%] estimated for each method. Jpn and Eng denote Japanese and English respectively. All systems are based on the target
speaker-dependent models.

and English dysarthric speech (‘trans. 3’) achieved a 33.3%

relative improvement. Furthermore, we obtained a significant

improvement of 15.3% relative PER compared to pre-training

excluding speech data obtained from EDs.

C. DISCUSSION

We assume that the ability to recognize Japanese dysarthric

speech can be transferred from the combination of dysarthric

speeches in other languages with physically unimpaired

Japanese speech. The proposed approach achieved signif-

icantly better performance than the random initialization.

These results indicate that the language transferability as

provided in [25] is effective even in the case of dysarthric

speech. Additionally, we obtained significant improvements

even if the speaker had small amounts of speech data. For

example, in the case of speaker JM1, our proposed approach

achieved a 45.9% relative improvement compared with the

random initialization. As the speech data of speakers with

articulation disorders is quite limited, this effect is deemed

to be crucial for the purposes of the present research.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a novel knowledge transfer

approach for dysarthric speech recognition that uses speech

data obtained both from physically unimpaired persons and

from personswith dysarthria speaking in a different language.

The amount of speech data obtained from speakers with

articulation disorders is quite limited owing to the athetoid

symptoms. To solve this problem, we used additional speech

data obtained from physically unimpaired persons speaking

in a different language. We demonstrated the effectiveness

of the proposed approaches through the phoneme recognition

task.

Our future research will further investigate the usage of

speech data published in the publicly available databases

obtained from persons with dysarthria speaking in other lan-

guages. This research will then also investigate increasing

the amount of the speech data of JUs and persons with

dysarthria who do not speak Japanese. Moreover, we will

apply our proposed approach to the conventional deep neu-

ral network-hidden Markov model hybrid ASR system to

compare the results of the proposed methods against the

previously proposed frameworks [22]. It should be noted

that, in this work, we use the phoneme sequence to train the

model. However, dysarthric speech may contain undesirable

errors with respect to an expected phoneme sequence owing

to the athetoid symptoms. In such cases, the given training

phoneme sequence would be unreliable. To solve this prob-

lem, we will investigate approaches to apply unsupervised

domain adaptation. Domain adaptation using deep learning

has been researched and has shown the remarkable progress.

Therefore, we expect the application of a domain adaptation

technique to dysarthric ASR to improve performance.
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